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Abstract. This article is a position paper about Amazon Mechanical
Turk, the use of which has been steadily growing in language processing
in the past few years. According to the mainstream opinion expressed
in articles of the domain, this type of on-line working platforms allows
to develop quickly all sorts of quality language resources, at a very low
price, by people doing that as a hobby. We shall demonstrate here that
the situation is far from being that ideal. Our goal here is manifold: 1- to
inform researchers, so that they can make their own choices, 2- to develop
alternatives with the help of funding agencies and scientific associations,
3- to propose practical and organizational solutions in order to improve
language resources development, while limiting the risks of ethical and
legal issues without letting go price or quality, 4- to introduce an Ethics
and Big Data Charter for the documentation of language resources.
Keywords: Amazon Mechanical Turk, language resources, ethics
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Introduction

Developing annotated corpora, as well as other language resources, involves such
high costs that many researchers are looking for alternative, cost-reducing solutions. Among others, crowdsourcing, microworking6 systems which enable elementary tasks to be performed by a huge number of on-line people, are possible
alternatives. Nowadays, Amazon Mechanical Turk (mturk) is the most popular
of these systems, especially in the Speech & Language community. Since its introduction in 2005, there has been a steady growth of mturk use in building or
validating language resources [1].
6

Microworking refers to the fact that tasks are cut into small pieces and their execution is paid for. Crowdsourcing refers to the fact that the job is outsourced via the
web and done by many people (paid or not).
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Costs are drastically reduced due to available sparse time of human language
experts on-line. But mturk raises, among others, ethical and quality issues which
have been minimized until now, and we will investigate them in this paper.
However, because we are aware that the development costs of corpora often stand
in the way of language research and technologies, especially for less-resourced
languages, we are also sensible of some visible advantages of crowdsourcing.
Developing a crowdsourcing system which retains some of the main qualities of
mturk (rapidity, diversity, access to non-expert judgment) while avoiding the
ethical and labor laws issues is (theoretically) possible, but this solution will
require some delay (in the best case scenario) and the help of our scientific
associations (ISCA, ACL, ELRA) and of the national and international funding
agencies. Therefore, we will propose existing alternatives aiming at producing
high quality resources at a reduced cost, while deliberately keeping ethics above
cost savings. In parallel, we created the French Ethics and Big Data Charter that
will allow funding agencies to select the projects they want to finance according
to ethical criteria.

2

mturk: legends and truth

2.1

mturk, a hobby for the Turkers?

In order to evaluate the ethics of mturk, we need to qualify the activity of
Turkers while they are participating in mturk. Is it a voluntary work, as the one
in Wikipedia? Looking at the mturk site or at Turker blogs, where the monetary
retribution is a major issue, the answer is clearly no.
Studies in social sciences [2, 3], using surveys submitted within mturk, give
some insight7 into Turkers’ socio-economic facts (country, age. . . ) or the way
they use mturk (number of tasks per week, total income in mturk . . . ), and how
they qualify their activity. 91% of the Turkers mentioned their desire to make
money [5], even if the observed wage is very low;8 when 60% of the Turkers
think that mturk is a fairly profitable way of spending free time and getting
some cash, only 30% mentioned their interest for the tasks, and 20% (5% of the
Indian Turkers) say that they are using mturk to kill time. Finally, 20% (30% of
the Indian Turkers) declare that they are using mturk to make basic ends meet,
and about the same proportion that mturk is their primary source of income.
Looking at the tasks which are performed within mturk is another way to
qualify the Turkers’ activity. Innovative kinds of tasks can be found which can be
seen as creative hobby activities. However, many tasks correspond to activities
which used to be performed by salaried employees, and therefore are working
activities; for these tasks, mturk could be assimilated to off-shoring on the Web
7

8

For instance, we learn that Indian Turkers were 5% in 2008, 36% in December 2009 [2], 50% in May 2010 (http://blog.crowdflower.com/2010/05/
amazon-mechanical-turk-survey/) and have produced over 60% of the activity
in mturk [4].
$1.25/hr according to [6] $1.38/hr according to [7].
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to decrease production costs. For years, speech corpora transcription (and translation) tasks were being performed by employees of agencies like ldc or elda:
these are jobs. The 20% of the most active Turkers who spend more than 15
hours per week in mturk [8], and produce 80% of the activity, can be called
laborers when performing these tasks.
It is difficult to be conclusive about the nature of the Turkers’ activity. Many
different types of tasks are proposed within mturk and the Turkers’ motivations
are heterogeneous. Nevertheless, those 20% of the Turkers for whom mturk is
a primary income, and those Turkers who perform tasks which are actually
performed by employees, produce an activity in mturk corresponding to a real
labor.
Qualifying the mturk activity as labor raises issues about the setup of mturk.
The very low wages (below $2 an hour [6, 3, 7]) are a first point. A further point
concerns Amazon’s choice of hiding any explicit relationship between Turkers and
Requesters, even the basic workplace right of unionization is denied and Turkers
have no recourse to any channels for redress against employers’ wrongdoing,
including the fact that they have no official guarantee of payment for properly
performed work. Some regulation between Requesters and Turkers exists through
Turkers’ blogs or forums9 , or the use of Turkopticon10 , a tool designed to help
Turkers reporting bad Requesters. However, all these solutions are unofficial and
nothing explicitly protects the Turkers, especially the new ones who are mostly
unaware of these tools.
2.2

mturk drastically reduces costs?

Most articles dealing with mturk and resource production indicate low costs
as the primary motivation. Given the observed salaries (for instance $0.005 to
transcribe a 5-second speech segment [9]), the cost may indeed be very low.
However, the overall cost is not to be limited to the mere salary: the time needed
to develop the interface, and to tackle the spammer problem is not negligible [10];
validation [11] and correction costs [12] to ensure minimal quality are also to be
considered. Furthermore, some tasks may become more expensive than expected.
This may occur for instance, if the required Turkers’ competence is hard to find:
to transcribe Korean [9], wages were increased from $5 to $35 per hour.
2.3

mturk allows for building resources of equivalent quality?

Many technical papers have reported that at least for translation and transcription, the quality is sufficient to train and evaluate statistical translation
or transcription systems [10, 13]. However, some of these papers bring to light
quality problems.11
9
10
11

For instance mechanicalturk.typepad.com or turkers.proboards.com
turkopticon.differenceengines.com
Some of the problems reported, such as the interface problems, are not specific to
mturk, but are generic to many crowdsourcing systems.
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Limitations due to the lack of expertise Turkers being non-experts, the
requester has to decompose complex tasks into simpler tasks (HITs, Human
Intelligence Tasks), to help performing them. By doing so, s/he can be led to
make choices that can bias the results. An example of this type of bias is analyzed
in [14], where the authors acknowledge the fact that proposing only one sentence
per lexical evolution type (amelioration and pejoration) influences the results.
Even more problematic is the fact that the quality produced with mturk on
complex tasks is often not satisfactory. This is for example the case in [15], in
which the authors demonstrate that, for their task of word-sense disambiguation,
a small number of well-trained annotators produces much better results than a
larger group (the number being supposed to counterbalance non-expertise) of
Turkers. From this point of view, their results contradict those presented in [16]
on a similar, though much simpler, task. The same difficulty arises in [17], in
which it is demonstrated that non expert evaluation of summarization systems
is “risky”, as the Turkers are not able to obtain results comparable to that of
experts. More generally, this quality issue can be found in numerous articles in
which the authors had to validate Turkers’ results using specialists (PhD students
in [11]) or use a rather complex post-processing [12]. Finally, the quality of the
work from non experts varies considerably [18].
Moreover, there is currently a “snowball” effect going on, that leads to overestimate the resources quality mentioned in articles: some researchers praise
mturk [12], citing research that did use the system, but would not have given
usable results without a more or less heavy post-processing [11]. A simplistic
conclusion could be that mturk should only be used for simple tasks, however,
besides the fact that mturk itself induces important limitations (see next section), it is interesting to notice that, for some simple tasks, Natural Language
Processing tools already provide better results than the Turkers [19].
Limitations due to mturk itself In [18], the authors note that the limits of
the user interface constitute the “first and most important drawback of mturk”.
The authors also regret that it is impossible to be 100% sure that the Turkers
participating in the task are real native English speakers. If pre-tests can be
designed to address, at least partly, this issue, they represent an added cost and
it will still be very easy to cheat [10]. Of course, one can always organize various
protections [10], but here again, this requires time and therefore represents an
additional cost that only few requesters are ready to pay for.12 For example,
in [12], the authors identified spammers but did not succeed in eliminating them.
Finally, the impact of task payment should not be neglected, as it induces as
logical behavior to place the number of performed tasks above quality, regardless
of payment. In [20] the authors thus reached the conclusion that an hourly
payment was better (with some verification and time justification procedures).
12

Interestingly, it seems that mturk recently decided to no longer accept the nonUS Turkers, for quality and fraud reasons: http://turkrequesters.blogspot.fr/
2013/01/the-reasons-why-amazon-mechanical-turk.html.
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Existing or suggested alternatives

mturk is not the only way to achieve fast development of high quality resources
at a low cost. First, and despite the lack of systematic studies, existing automatic
tools seem to perform as well as (non-expert) Turkers, if not better, on certain
tasks [19]. Second, the cost of tasks like manual annotation can be drastically
reduced using the appropriate techniques. Third, exploiting as much as possible
existing resources can be an inexpensive alternative to mturk. Finally, mturk is
not the only crowdsourcing and microworking platform.
3.1

Unsupervised and semi-supervised techniques for low-cost
language resource development

Unsupervised machine learning techniques have been studied in the Speech
& Language community for quite a long time, for numerous and sometimes complex tasks, including tokenization, POS tagging [21], parsing [22] or document
classification. Although such techniques produce results that are below stateof-the-art supervised or symbolic techniques, which both require resources that
are costly to develop, it is unclear whether they produce results that are below
what can be expected from mturk, especially for complex tasks such as parsing. Moreover, unsupervised techniques can be improved at a reasonable cost by
optimizing the construction and use of a limited amount of additional information (annotations, external resources). This constitutes the semi-supervised
learning paradigm [23]. Such approaches for developing language resources rely
on two (complementary) principles:
• Training models on a limited amount of annotated data and using the result
for producing more annotation. For example, using one model, one can select
within the automatically annotated data those that have a high confidence
level, and consider that as additional training data (self-training, [24]). Using two different models allows to rely on the high-confidence annotations
of one model for augmenting the training corpus for the other, thus decreasing systematic biases (co-training, [25]). If one accepts to produce a limited
amount of manual annotations not only in advance but also while developing
the tools, one can request the manual annotation of carefully chosen data,
i.e., data for which knowing the expected output of the system improves as
much as possible the accuracy of the system (active learning [26]).
• Using data containing annotations that are less informative, complete and/or
disambiguated than the target annotations, like a morphological lexicon (i.e.,
an ambiguous POS-annotation) for POS tagging [27], a morphological description for morphological lexicon induction [28] or a partly bracketed corpus for full parsers [29].
3.2

Optimizing the cost of manual annotation: pre-annotation and
dedicated interfaces

When using approaches that rely on expert annotation, this annotation can be
sped up and sometimes even improved by automatic annotation tools used as
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pre-annotators. For instance, [30] have shown that for pos tagging, a lowquality and non-costly pre-annotation tool can drastically improve manual annotation speed; 50 manually pos-annotated sentences are enough for training a
pre-annotation tool that reduces manual work as much as a state-of-the-art pos
tagger, allowing to developing a 10,000-sentence standard-size corpus in ∼100
hours of expert work. On the other hand, on such a task, one could question the
ability of anonymous Turkers to correctly follow detailed and complex annotation guidelines.
Obviously, the above-mentioned remarks by [18] about the limitations of
mturk interfaces apply more generally. Past projects aiming at developing syntactically and semantically annotated corpora have shown that both the speed
and quality of the annotation is strongly influenced by the annotation interface
itself [31]. This provides another source of improvements for annotation efficiency
and quality. Put together, it might well be the case that even costly expert work
can be used in optimized ways that lead to high-quality resources at a reasonable
cost, even compared with that of mturk.
3.3

Reusing existing resources

Even less costly is the use of existing data for creating new language resources.
An example is the named-entity recognition (ner) task. mturk has been used for
developing ner tools, in particular for specific domains such as medical corpora
[32], twitter [33] or e-mails [34]. However, converting Wikipedia into a large-scale
named-entity-annotated resource leads to building high-quality ner tools [35],
including when evaluated on other types of corpora [36]. Apart from Wikipedia
(and the related dbpedia), other wiki projects (e.g., wiktionaries) and freelyavailable resources (lexicons, corpora) are valuable sources of information.
3.4

Collaborative or crowdsourced development beyond mturk

All these alternatives require a fair amount of expert work. Other approaches
do exist that reduce this requirement to a low level, and in particular collaborative and game-based techniques, as well as crowdsourcing platforms other than
mturk, which try to avoid at least in part its pitfalls.
Collaborative approaches for language resource development rely on the
strategy set up by the Wikipedia and other Wikimedia projects, as well as other
wikis such as semantic wikis (Freebase, OntoWiki. . . ). Anyone can contribute
linguistic information (annotation, lexical data. . . ), but usually contributors are
motivated because they are to some extent experts themselves. The quality control is usually done mutually by contributors themselves, sometimes by means of
on-line discussions, often leading to high quality results. One of the first collaborative platforms for language resource development was the semantic annotation
tool Serengeti [37], currently used within the AnaWiki project.13
13

http://www.anawiki.org
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However, such approaches remain more suitable for developing medium-scale
high-quality resources. For the fast development of large-scale resources, another
strategy is to attract a large number of non-experts thanks to online games,
that fall in the family of so-called games with a purpose (gwap). This idea
was initiated by the esp on-line game [38] for image tagging. Its success led
researchers to develop such games for various tasks, including language-related
ones. A well-known example is PhraseDetective [39] for annotating anaphoric
links, a reputedly complex task, which lead the authors to include a training
step before allowing players to actually provide new annotations. However, the
boundary between gwaps and crowdsourcing is not clear-cut. It is not the case
that mturk remunerates a work whereas other approaches are purely “for fun”.
Indeed, even contributing to Wikipedia is a job, though a voluntary unpaid job.
gwap and mturk cannot be distinguished either by the fact that mturk gives a
remuneration, as some gwaps do propose non-monetary rewards (e.g. Amazon
vouchers for PhraseDetective). Finally, collaborative and gwap-based techniques
are not the only “ethical alternatives”, since ethical crowdsourcing platforms do
exist.
For gathering language data, in particular for less-resourced languages, crowdsourcing platforms apart from mturk seem to be particularly appropriate,
as shown for example by speech corpus acquisition experiments using dedicated
applications run on mobile phones [40]. An example of an ethical crowdsourcing
platform is Samasource, an ngo that allows really poor people to be properly
trained and paid for specific tasks (e.g. translating sms in Creole after the earthquake in Haiti for helping victims and international rescuers to communicate).14

4

Towards traceability: the Ethics and Big Data Charter

To adopt an ethical behavior in developing, funding, using or promoting language
resources is first and above all a matter of choice: for the provider, deciding
which approach to adopt – crowdsourcing or not –, or which platform to request
on, or the level of remuneration of the workers; for the funding agency, choosing
which project to fund; for users, choosing which resource to use or acquire. These
choices have to be learned ones. We designed the Ethics and Big Data Charter [41]
in collaboration with representatives of interest groups, private companies and
academic organizations, including the French CNRS15 , ATALA16 , AFCP17 and
APROGED 18 . The purpose of this charter is to provide resources developers
with a framework to document their resources and ensure their traceability and
transparency.
14
15
16

17

18

http://www.samasource.org/haiti/
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique/National agency for scientific research
Association pour le Traitement Automatique des Langues/Natural Language Processing Association http://www.atala.org
Association Française de Communication Parlée/French spoken communication association, http://www.afcp-parole.org
Association de la Maîtrise et de la Valorisation des contenus/Association for mastering and empowering content, http://www.aproged.org
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Why Big Data?

In the process of writing the Charter, it soon appeared that the issues raised for
language resources apply to a larger range of data sets, which can be described as
Big Data. Indeed, Big Data are characterized not only by their volume, but also
by the complexity of the data, which is in no doubt the case even for small sets
of language resources. Reversely, the reflexions conducted for language resources
can be generalized to and benefit to Big Data sets.
4.2

Contents of the Charter

The Ethics and Big Data Charter is provided as a form to be filled in by the
dataset provider. It is split into three major sections: traceability, intellectual
property and specific legislation, preceded by a short identification section containing the names of the resource, the contact and responsible persons and a
short description of the data set.
Traceability Traceability is key to our purpose of putting forward ethical issues.
The traceability part of the charter allows to precise the relationship between the
resource provider and the workers involved in developing the resource, including
legal bounding, workers skills, selection criteria.
Specific focus is put on personal data, i.e. data, like voice or video recording,
which can provide a means to identify a person directly or indirectly. The Charter requires to precise if and how the data is de-identified, and if and how the
individuals were informed of the purpose of the data collection.
Quality assurance is another major aspect of traceability addressed by the charter, as it requires to document the quality assurance strategy, so that the user
of the data set is fully informed on the level of quality s/he can expect: what
QA procedure the data were passed through? what portion of the data has been
evaluated? What are the actual metrics used and their values?
License and copyright Thanks to a great deal of effort accomplished in the
definition of – mainly open source – license schemes, it has become common
practice to attach a license to a data set. The License and Copyright section
of the Charter goes beyond this and puts the focus on questions which may be
disregarded, like ensuring that the legal or moral copyrights of the persons who
worked on compiling, enriching or transforming the data are respected. As an
example, we saw to it that all the writers of the Ethics and Big Data Charter are
mentioned in the license citation. Also, the Charter reminds data collectors and
distributors that they should check whether they comply with any third party
data license they may use.
Specific legal requirements A third section of the Ethics and Big Data Charter deals with legal requirements that may arise from certain properties of the
data set. For example, a country may have issued specifics laws regarding the
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storing, use and/or dissemination of personal data. The Charter serves as a
reminder for checking if such requirements exist.
4.3

Availability

The Ethics and Big Data Charter is available on-line.19 The website is currently
in French, and an English translation of the Ethics and Big Data Charter is
available.20
Examples of charters are also provided, including one for a corpus of e-mail
messages, and one for a medical dataset. Both corpus raise privacy issues that
the Ethics and Big Data Charter allows to deal with.

5

Conclusion and perspectives

We have tried to demonstrate here that mturk is no panacea and that other
solutions exist allowing to reduce the development costs of high-quality language
resources, while respecting those working on the resources and their skills.
We would like, as a conclusion, to go beyond the present facts and insist on
the longer term consequences of this trend. Under the pressure of this type of
low-cost systems, funding agencies could become more reluctant to finance language resources development projects at “normal” costs. The mturk cost would
then become a de facto standard and we would have no other choice as for the
development method.
We saw, in section 3.3, that a microworking system can generate paid tasks
while preserving ethics. This can even represent a chance for people who cannot
participate in the usual labor market, due to their remoteness, their handicap,
etc., but it requires a strict legal framework to ensure that the system does not
violate their rights as workers. This is why we propose that the concerned associations, like the ACL21 for natural language processing, the ISCA22 for speech and
the ELRA23 for Language Resources take care of this problem and push to the
development and dissemination of the needed tools to better qualify the quality
and ethics of the language resources, such as the Ethics and Big Data Charter. For that purpose, we already engaged with funding agencies at the French
level, some of which have adopted the charter as part of their projects selection
process. This effort would need to be extended to international organizations.
Acknowledgments. This work was partly realized as part of the Quæro Programme, funded by oseo, French State agency for innovation, as well as part
of the French anr project edylex (anr-09-cord-008) and of the Network of
19
20
21
22
23

http://wiki.ethique-big-data.org
http://wiki.ethique-big-data.org/chartes/charteethiqueenV2.pdf
http://www.aclweb.org/
http://www.isca-speech.org/
http://www.elra.info/
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by the 7th Framework Programme of the European Commission through the
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